Something had held all this shifty diversity of administration together
enough to enable a new significance to come out and adorn that hill crown.
Was it the marks on paper that this quarrelling was all about, these traces
of a design that, no matter how abused, would show itself in spite of
friction, waste and slip? Of course.
But rather, and somehow, by way of the downright brutality, insolence
and persistence of the architect and the client's desire, too, though both
architect and client were torn to tatters—'Form' got into the building in
spite of all the folly.
This it is that seems to me the miracle as I saw Hollyhock House on its
hill now on returning from Tokio. And it is a miracle to this day.
But, even at this distance, I am sure I exaggerated all this warfare just
as any parent, fearful for the well-being of an infant, would exaggerate
the storm after the danger is over. I am underestimating the fine quality
of Miss Barnsdall herself, who really desired a beautiful tiling in her heart
and, capable of loving it, kept coining back to it again and again, fending
off her own organization and really seeing beyond the barrage of petty
strife in which, partly owing to her own timidity, she continually in-
volved herself. Or, well, but what does it all matter now? As you read be-
tween the lines and see me taking an outfit for a ride, I was chiefly to
blame myself. Because I flouted my client—unable to understand her as I
now see I was not.
Like it or leave it. There stands Hollyhock House in Hollywood—con-
ceived and desired as a California Romanza. No, not so domestic as the
popular neo-Spanish of the region. But comfortable to live in well, with
true pride in itself. Yes, Hollyhock House is a very proud house.
And Aline Barnsdall came back, finally. She stayed in her house longer at
a time than she had ever stayed anywhere before. With son Lloyd to help she
planted greenery and colour around it some more, and she cared for it and
tried to correct some of the mistakes that grew out of the initial mistakes
made in the struggle of client and architect to build it all mainly by proxy.
Some of the mistakes neither she nor I could correct. But she took it all
now in good part as the sunshine began to build up the green around it.
Loving pines because of the mountain carpets they made, she planted
pine-groves behind on the hill and great masses of the eucalyptus to en-
close the pines. She planted great carpets of brilliant flowers for ground
cover beside and in front of the house like the carpets woven in Austria for
the inside floors. She brought home a few choice objets ffart from Europe
to add to others from the Orient builded into the walls of the rooms them-
selves, and to go with the furniture that was made part of the house-
design itself.
It looked for a time as though she would become a valuable Hollywood
institution and do more beautiful things there. Next, perhaps make the
dream of her life come true, the New Theatre, by now already planned
and already to be seen in a new white plaster model.
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